The Novel Nuclear Targeting and BFRF1-interacting Domains of BFLF2 are Essential for Efficient EBV Virion Release.
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) genomic DNA is replicated and packaged into procapsids in the nucleus to form nucleocapsids, which are then transported into the cytoplasm for tegumentation and final maturation. The process is facilitated by the coordination of the viral nuclear egress complex (NEC), which consists of BFLF2 and BFRF1. By expression alone, BFLF2 is distributed mainly in the nucleus. However, it co-localizes with BFRF1 at the nuclear rim and in cytoplasmic nuclear envelope-derived vesicles in co-expression cells, suggesting temporal control of the interaction between BFLF2 and BFRF1 are critical for their proper function. The N-terminal sequence of BFLF2 is less conserved to that of alpha- and beta herpesvirus homologs. Here we found BFLF2 a.a. 2-102 is required for both nuclear targeting and its interaction with BFRF1. Co-immunoprecipitation and confocal analysis indicated that a.a 82-106 of BFLF2 are important for its interaction with BFRF1. Three crucial amino acids (R47, K50, R52) and several non-continuous arginine and histidine residues within a.a. 59-80 function together as a non-canonical NLS, which can be transferred onto YFP-LacZ for nuclear targeting, in an importin β-dependent manner. Virion secretion is defective in 293 cells harboring a BFLF2 knockout EBV bacmid upon lytic induction, and is restored by trans-complementation of wild type BFLF2, but not NLS or BFRF1-interacting defective mutants. In addition, multiple domains of BFRF1 were found to bind BFLF2, suggesting multiple contact regions within BFRF1 and BFLF2 are required for proper nuclear egress of EBV nucleocapsids.Importance Although EBV BFRF1 and BFLF2 are homologs of conserved viral nuclear egress complex (NEC) in all human herpesviruses, unique amino acid sequences and functions were identified in both proteins. In this study, the nuclear targeting and BFRF1-interacting domains were found within the N-terminus of BFRF2. We showed that a.a. 82-106 are the major region required for BFLF2 to interact with BFRF1. However, the Co-IP data and GST-pull down experiments revealed that multiple regions of both proteins contribute to reciprocal interaction. Different from the canonical NLS in other herpes viral homologs, BFLF2 contains a novel importin-dependent nuclear localization signal, including R47, K50, R52 and several neighboring discontinuous arginine and histidine residues. Using a bacmid complementation system, we show that both the nuclear targeting and the novel nuclear localization signal within a.a. 82-106 of BFLF2 are required for virion secretion.